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The distribution of dark matter around galaxies:
Mean surface density profile and outer structure
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We study the matter distribution in and around dark halos in the standardΛ cold dark matter

(ΛCDM) universe. We use the outputs of high resolutionN-body simulations to compute the

mean surface density profile around galactic size dark matter halos. The result is compared with

the observed surface density profile from the lensing magnification measurement of quasars in

Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) recently reported by Ménard et al. (2010). We show that the

ΛCDM simulations reproduce the observed surface density profile remarkably well over a wide

range of radial distance of 10−104h−1kpc. The mean surface density profile at small separation

lengths is consistent with the theoretical prediction that dark halos have a universal Navarro-

Frenk-White density profile. The observed single power-law ofΣ ∝ R−0.8 over the distance range

is explained by a simple analytic model based on a halo approach. We also study the distribution

of dark matter in the outer part of the halos by measuring the mass enclosed withinαRvirial , as

a function ofα. Our simulations suggest that more than a half of total matter is contained in

about 10% volume associated with galactic halos. Assuming the SDSS galaxies are hosted by

dark halos with mass 2×1012−1014M⊙, the total mass around the halos amounts to 30 percent

of the total mass in the local universe.
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1. MEAN SURFACE DENSITY PROFILE AROUND GALAXIES FROM WEAK
LENSING

The surface density profile is the projection of the three dimensional density distribution along
the line-of-sight,

Σ(R) =
∫

ρ
(

r =
√

R2 + χ2
)

dχ (1.1)

wherer is three dimensional distance,χ is the line-of-sight, andR is two dimensional distance in
the lens plane. The mass surface density of lens objects can be probed through the magnificationµ
[1] or the tangential shearγt [2]. In weak lensing regime, they can be related to the surface density
via the following equations:

µ(R) = 1+2κ(R) = 1+2
Σ(R)
Σcr

, (1.2)

γt(R) =
Σ̄(< R)−Σ(R)

Σcr
=

∆Σ(R)
Σcr

, (1.3)

whereΣ̄(< R) is the average ofΣ within R, κ is the convergence andΣcr ≡ c2

4πG
Ds

DdsDd
is the critical

surface density. Using these relation, one can derive the mean surface density profile of sample
galaxies, groups or clusters from the observed average shear or magnification.

Ménard et al. ([1], hereafter M10) recently measured the mean surface density profile of
SDSS galaxies with the mean redshift⟨z⟩ = 0.36. They calculated the cross correlation between
the number density fluctuation of foreground galaxies and the flux magnification fluctuation of
background quasars. The derivedΣ(R) of M10 has two interesting features. Firstly, it is well
described by a power lawΣ ∝ R−0.8. One may naively expect that, if the galactic halos have
Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) density profiles [3], the surface density decreases as∝ R−2 at large
radii. The observed power-law does not appear to agree with this expectation. It is clearly important
to study if the observed surface density profile is consistent with the matter distribution in the
standardΛ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model.

The second interesting feature is that the power law form of the mean surface density profile
continues from∼ 10h−1kpc to∼ 10h−1Mpc. This implies that the galaxy have a very extended
dark matter halo, well beyond the typical virial radius of galaxies of about 100h−1kpc.

In this work, we study the matter distribution in and around galactic halos for the standard
cosmological model. We use high-resolutionN-body simulations and analytic models to predict
surface density profiles. We compare the predictions with the observed surface density profile
obtained from the magnification measurement. Also, we measure the amount of dark matter in
outer region of halos.

2. METHOD

2.1 CosmologicalN-body Simulation

We use the parallelN-body solverGadget-2[4, 5] in its Tree-PM mode. The cosmological
parameters we adopted are, with the standard notations,Ωm = 0.258,Ωb = 0.0441,ΩΛ = 0.742,
h = 0.719 in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1, ns = 0.963,σ8 = 0.796. These parameters are consistent
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with the WMAP five-year results [6]. We employ 10243 particles in a box of comoving 200h−1Mpc
on a side. The mass of a dark matter particle is then 5.34×108h−1M⊙. Hence we are able to locate
dark halos with mass a few times 1010h−1M⊙ robustly. We set the gravitational softening parameter
ε = 10h−1kpc.

We set the initial redshiftzi = 50 and generate the initial condition using the second-order
Lagrangian perturbation theory (2LPT) [7] rather than the standard Zel’dovich approximation
(ZA) [8]. 2LPT is more accurate to generate initial conditions and has an advantage to allow us to
set the initial redshift more later than ZA. The initial matter power spectrum atz= zi is computed
by CAMB [9] for the adopted cosmological parameters.

2.2 Halo Identification

Halo identification is done in a two-step manner. First, we select candidate objects using the
friends-of-friends (FOF) algorithm [10]. We set the linking parameterb = 0.2.

We apply the spherical over density algorithm to the located FOF groups that contains 200
particles at least. To each FOF group, we assign a mass such that the enclosed mass within the
virial radius is∆× ρcrit(z). Based on the spherical collapse model,∆ is set to 200. We set the
minimum number of particles in a halo to 100 and have identified 229,805 halos with the masses
greater than 5.34×1010h−1M⊙ atz= 0.36.

3. SURFACE DENSITY PROFILE AROUND HALOS

3.1 Mean Surface Density Profile Around Halos

The mean surface density profile around the halos is computed in the following manner. We
shift the simulation volume to be centered on a halo. We then project the mass (simulation particles)
within comoving 100h−1Mpc thickness and compute the surface density around the center as a
function of projected distance. Finally, we calculate the average of the profiles of all the selected
halos, to obtain the mean surface density profile.

Figure1 compares our simulation result with the M10 data. The horizontal axis is the physical
distance atz= 0.36 from the center of halo. The simulation result agrees with the observational
result rather well, both in the amplitude and in the overall shape. The mass range of the central
halos used in the ensemble averaging is from 2× 1012 to 1× 1014h−1M⊙. This sample consists
of 9,970 halos. The red dashed line shows the contribution from the central halo truncated at its
virial radius, the so-called one-halo term. Clearly, the mean surface density atR <∼ 100h−1kpc is
dominated by the one-halo term.

3.2 The Effect of the Mass Range

We now examine how the choice of the halo mass range affects the mean surface density. In
the previous sections, the mass range of the central halos used to the ensemble averaging is fixed
to 2× 1012 < M/(h−1M⊙) < 1× 1014. Here, we compute the mean surface density profiles by
varying the low mass threshold. The upper limit is fixed to 1×1014 h−1M⊙ and the five adopted
lower limitsMlower[h−1M⊙] are as follows : 5×1011, 2×1012, 5×1012, 2×1013, 5×1013. Note
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Figure 1: We compare the mean surface density pro-
file in ourΛCDM simulation (black solid line, with 1σ
deviations denoted by the dotted lines) with the M10’s
observation (blue symbols with error bars). The mass
range of halo sample used in the ensemble averaging
is 2× 1012− 1×1014h−1M⊙. The horizontal axis is
the physical distance atz = 0.36 from the center of
halo. The red dashed line shows the contribution from
the so-called one-halo term.

Figure 2: Mean surface density profiles around halos
for cases with five different lower mass limits. The
amplitude atR > 1h−1Mpc only weakly depends on
Mlower but rather strongly atR< 1h−1Mpc. The for-
mer can be explained by using halo - matter two point
correlation function while the latter reflects the effect
of halo mass function on the ensemble averaging (see
text).

that the choice of the upper mass is unimportant because of the steep mass function at the large
mass.

The mean surface density profiles for the five cases are shown in Figure2. At R >∼ 10h−1Mpc,
the difference between the mean profiles is relatively small. We assume that galaxies locate at the
center of halos. Then that large-scale behaviour can be understood by using the two-point cross-
correlation function between halo and matter,ξhm. The observed mean surface density profile
around halos can be related toξhm via

Σ(R) = ρ̄m

∫
ξhm

(
r =

√
R2 + χ2

)
dχ , (3.1)

whereρ̄m is the mean matter density. Hence,Σ reflects the properties ofξhm directly. The similar
dependence ofξhm on the halo mass range are found in [11].

At R < 1h−1Mpc, the amplitude of the mean surface density has a strong dependence on
Mlower. Because among the samples used to calculate the mean surface density, the lower mass
halos are dominant in number.

Since the one-halo term dominates the amplitude of the surface density at small length scales,
the choice ofMlower significantly affects the mean density. This in turn suggest that, the character-
istic mass of the galaxies in observational data can be inferred from the mean surface density.

4. AMOUNT OF DARK MATTER ASSOCIATING HALOS

In this section, we use our simulation outputs atz= 0.36 to study the amount of dark matter
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associated with halos. We measure the enclosed mass withinαRvir around halos. We progressively
increase the value ofα from 1 to 30 and calculated the total enclosed mass around halos. For
clarify, the total mass inαRvir is converted to the density parameter :

Ωhalo(α) ≡ ∑i Mα−halo,i/L3
box

ρcrit
(4.1)

whereLbox is the box size of our simulation andMα−halo,i is the mass ofith halo. Similarly, the
total volume occupied is expressed as

Vhalo(α) = ∑
i

4π
3

(αRvir,i)3 (4.2)

whereRvir,i is the virial radius ofith halo. Strictly speaking, these expressions are not exact because
there are some overlap region between two or more halos. We simply avoid double counting in mass
and in volume when we calculateΩ(α) andV(α).

Figure 3: The mass around halos withinαRvir . We
show the total mass densityΩhalo scaled byΩm as a
function of the scale parameterα. We use all the halos
located in our simulation. The data points are from
our simulation and the grey dotted-dashed line shows
a simple model prediction assuming NFW halos.

Figure 4: We plot Ωhalo/Ωm as a function of
Vhalo scaled by the whole volume of simulation box.
There are six data points corresponding toα =
1,3,5,10,20 and 30 from left. More than a half of
mass is contained within about 10% of the volume
(α = 5 in case of all halo).

Figure3 shows the dependence ofΩhalo(α) on α. The upper solid line with symbols is the
result for all halos identified in our simulation, and the lower solid line with symbols is for the samle
of halos with masses 2×1012∼ 1×1014 h−1M⊙, respectively. These are direct measurements from
our simulations, whereas the grey dotted-dashed lines are simple model predictions assuming halos
have infinitely extended NFW density profiles. Clearly, the extended NFW model agrees withN-
body result well up toα ≃ 20 in the case that all halos are used. From this, it is expected that halos
have no clear edge. However for the “galactic halo” sample, the model reproduces the simulation
result toα ≃ 5 but significantly deviates for largerα. In this case, the contributions from the
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neighouring halos (not included in the sample) toΩhalo obtained fromN-body outputs directly is
expected to increase at largeα while the extended NFW model does not account the contribution.
The discrepancy between the above two cases occurs due to this.

Figure4 showsΩhalo versusVhalo. From this figure, we easily infer that there are more than a
half of mass within about 10% of the volume that are associated with halos (α = 5). Assuming the
SDSS galaxies used in M10 are hosted by halos with mass 2×1012∼ 1×1014 h−1M⊙ (see Section
3.1), about 30% of the total mass is enclosed in them and the corresponding volume occupied is
about 5%.

5. SUMMARY

We showed thatΛCDM N-body simulation can reproduce the surface density profile around
galaxies observed by Ménard et al. [1] very well. It is also shown that the amplitude of the inner
surface density profile can be an estimator of the typical halo mass of the sample galaxies, and that
the observed surface density profile can be described well by a halo model.

We also investigated the distribution and amount of dark matter in the outer part of the halos.
Our simulations suggest that the total mass around SDSS galaxies’host halos amounts to 30% of
the total mass in the local universe. It is also implied that halos do not have a clear edge but a rather
extended envelope.
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